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   Introduction 

 In this chapter we discuss geographic scales and networks. Depending on one ’ s point 
of view, these are either: (a) actual things that exist in the real world or (b), concepts 
(analytic lenses) used to study geographic phenomena. The distinction between 
 “ thingifi ed ”  and  “ conceptual ”  approaches to scales and networks pivots on whether 
one understands them to have an ontological status: Do they exist in the world, on 
a par with other seemingly bedrock aspects of spatiality such as place or landscape? 
And if so, what do we know about them and how can we best theorize how they 
work? Or are they better thought of as methodological tools, refl ecting an episte-
mology that assists us in sorting through the chaos and complexity of an unruly 
world? And if the latter, then what are the benefi ts and limitations of using these 
concepts in understanding our geographies? 

 Such questions are important in light of the fact that scales and networks are 
now deployed in every branch of human geography, especially in economic geogra-
phy, political geography, and political ecology. They also have reach beyond the 
discipline; indeed, it is hard for any scholar to describe the phenomena associated 
with  “ globalization ”  without relying on one or the other of them. Yet if scales and 
networks are concepts rather than concrete spatialities, then at least some of the 
 explanatory  weight they have been asked to carry, as both products and determi-
nants, should be offl oaded onto more secure geographic forms, such as region or 
connectivity. Finally, the ontological and epistemological status of scales and net-
works has proven to be central to ongoing efforts at theorizing social space more 
generally. Hence they have wide signifi cance in our evaluation of the objects of 
human geographic analysis.  
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  Scale 

 Scale has such varied meaning in geography that it sometimes seems as if most of 
the distinctions drawn about it are merely defi nitional. McMaster and Sheppard 
 (2004)  offer a helpful categorization based on scale ’ s use in cartography, biophysi-
cal geography and human geography. From cartography we have a well known 
use of scale based on the  “ representative fraction ”  (where RF 1   :   24   000 indicates 
that one distance unit on the map equates with 24   000 such units on the earth ’ s 
surface). Within this cartographic designation, McMaster and Sheppard fi nd 
another distinction between the size of a geographical area studied  –  its spatial 
extent or  “ scale ”   –  and the resolution or  “ granularity ”  of the data to be collected. 
On this point it is important to keep in mind that that there is no necessary rela-
tionship between spatial extensiveness and spatial resolution. The typical national 
census, for example, is conducted extensively, but at a high resolution (i.e. at a 
 “ small scale ” ); likewise a regression analysis using averaged data for states, prov-
inces or other large areal units can have a large spatial extent but the data can 
hardly be said to refl ect a high level of resolution. Still another confusion is intro-
duced by the fact that small extents of space, when mapped (e.g. at RF 1   :   1   000), 
are referred to as  “ large scale ”  (because the actual ratio is relatively larger than, 
for instance, maps based on RF 1   :   100   000, which are referred to as  “ small scale ” ). 
And not lastly, when mapping is done in a digital environment of pan and zoom 
technology (as in GIS or Google Earth), there is no meaningful scale in terms of 
representative fraction (Goodchild  2004 ). 

 The problem of scale in the biophysical sciences has received a great deal of 
attention, but these discussions have been conducted separately from the debates in 
human geography. This is unfortunate, since in some respects the problems faced 
by physical geographers are similar and, especially in human - environment study 
(Manson  2008 ), relevant. Physical geographers have shown a keen interest in 
 “ operational ”  scale: the areal reach or extensiveness of environmental processes (see 
Bauer, Veblen and Winkler  1999 ; Manson  2008 ; Phillips  1997, 1999 ; Summerfi eld 
 2005 ). The primary problem with the operational approach arises from the fact that 
physical geographers deal in scales from the molecular to the planetary (Phillips 
 2004 ), at the same time that the appropriate scales of data collection and analysis 
shift with different objects of analysis, research questions, and methodologies. 
Sorting these complexities out has been a chore unto itself, but an even larger chal-
lenge is how to make linkages from one scale to another. In some process - response 
relationships, for example, variables that are independent at one scale become 
dependent at another (Phillips  2004 : 90). In addition, crucial assumptions about 
processes and mathematical models necessary at one scale can be irrelevant at 
another. And fi nally, some concepts  –  such as equilibrium, complexity, and contin-
gency  –  appear to be relevant only at specifi c scales. In a helpful review, Jonathan 
Phillips ( 2004 : 97) points to  “ an inability to transfer representations at any given 
scale across the entire hierarchy of interest to physical geography, ”  noting that 
methods and principles may be scale - restricted; at the same time, while seamless 
representation across a whole range of scales is impossible, interpreting results at 
one scale may in fact require embedding them within the contexts of broader or 
more detailed scales. 
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 Though the connections are seldom recognized in the geography literature, there 
are parallels in some of the discussions about operational scale in both physical and 
human geography. For example, a relevant question in both subfi elds is: at what 
scale do certain processes become (ir)relevant, and what are the implications for 
explanation that accompany these shifts? Peter Taylor  (1982)  famously broached 
this question in human geography, wherein he concluded that political economic 
processes exist at three distinct  “ vertical ”  scales: (a) the global, at which resides the 
world - economy; (b) the nation, where the ideology of the state apparatus unfolds; 
and (c) the urban, the scale of daily experience. A couple of years later Neil Smith 
offered a landmark theoretical analysis of the production of scales under capitalism 
in his book,  Uneven Development  (Smith  1984 ). Greatly extending Taylor, Smith ’ s 
assessment of capitalism ’ s contradictory and disjointed character unhinged any 
simplistic reading of processes from scalar levels. In subsequent work (Smith  1992, 
1993, 1996, 2000, 2004 ), Smith widened his discussions of scale to levels not previ-
ously considered, such as the body and the home (Marston and Smith  2001 ), as 
well as to other socio - cultural markers of difference (gender, race, sexuality). Another 
prominent scale theorist is Erik Swyngedouw ( 1997, 2000 , and 2004). His work is 
noteworthy for including ecological processes alongside social ones, and for relying 
on ever more complex notions of interweaving, nesting, and shifting scales:  “ Scale 
confi gurations change as power shifts, both in terms of their nesting and interrela-
tions and in terms of their spatial extent. In the process, new signifi cant social and 
ecological scales become constructed, [while] others disappear or become trans-
formed ”  (Swyngedouw  2004 : 132). Finally, the research of Neil Brenner constitutes 
still another step forward in the move away from Taylor ’ s initial model. Brenner 
coined the term  “ scalar structuration ”  to indicate  “ relations of hierarchization and 
rehierarchization among vertically differentiated spatial units ”  ( 1998 : 603; also 
Brenner  2001 ), while his later writing dovetails into network theorizing by arguing 
that:  “ Each geographical scale is constituted through its historically evolving posi-
tionality within a larger relations grid of vertically  “ stretched ”  and horizontally 
 “ dispersed ”  sociospatial processes, relations and interdependencies ”  ( 2001 : 605 –
 606; also Brenner  2005 ; Leitner  2004 ). 

 While they may differ on specifi cs, these and many other theorists of the social 
production and construction of scale (e.g. Agnew  1993 ; Cox  1998 ; Cox and Wood 
 1997 ; Delaney and Leitner  1997 ; Harvey  1998 ; Herod  1991 ; Herod and Wright 
 2002 ; Howitt  1998, 2002 ; Jonas  1994 ; Mamadough, Kramsch and Van der Velde 
 2004 ; Marston  2000 ; Silvern  1999 ; Staeheli  1994 ) are united in their affi rmation 
of the  “ thingness ”  of scale: that is, regardless of the complexity of spatial processes, 
there is an assertion, often implicit rather than explicit, that scale  “ exists ”  and, in 
the tradition of socio - spatial dialectics (Lefebvre  1991 ), is both produced by social 
activity and a powerful  “ platform ”  (Smith  2000 ) for it. This view does not, however, 
exhaust the range of scale theories, for a number of writers have asserted the con-
ceptual view  –  that is, while scale may be an analytic device for thought, or even a 
perspective on the world, it is nothing more than that. As Katherine Jones put it in 
an early critique focusing on the discursive deployment of scale,  “ we may be best 
served by approaching scale not as an ontological structure which  “ exists, ”  but as 
an epistemological one  –  a way of knowing or apprehending ”  (Jones  1998 : 28). In 
an article titled  “ Human geography without scale, ”  we pursued and built upon 
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Jones ’ s line of argument (Marston, Jones and Woodward  2005 ). That paper, along 
with extensive commentary (Collinge  2006 ; Escobar  2007 ; Hoefl e  2006 ; Jonas 
 2006 ; Leitner and Miller  2007 ) and our rejoinder (Jones, Woodward and Marston 
 2007 ), became known as the  “ scale debates ”   –  a conversation that, in the words of 
Trevor Barnes ( 2008 : 655),  “ never seems to end. ”  

 What are the coordinates of this debate? In brief, our argument (Marston, Jones 
and Woodward  2005 : 422) was that scales  –  as levels or hierarchies of space  –  do 
not exist as such; they are the product of a particular epistemology, a  “ God ’ s Eye 
view leveraged on the Archimedean point of the global from which the world is 
surveyed ”  (see also Haraway  1988 ). With Jones  (1998) , we did not reject the epis-
temological (or discursive) power of scalar thought. Instead, we approached the 
question ontologically, arguing that whenever processes are conceptualized accord-
ing to vertical/scalar imaginaries, they become unhinged from their domain of actual 
practice (also Gibson - Graham  2002 ; Ley  2004 ; Massey  2004 ). We believe that scale 
thinking invariably slots processes into structured spatialities (e.g. global, national, 
regional, local) that are out of reach of everyday spatial life, and moreover it short 
circuits our ability to mobilize political forces capable of confronting inequality, 
exploitation, and oppression. This is not to say that some processes do not have 
more  “ reach ”  than others (although in emphasizing everyday doings and sayings 
over jumbo social formations such as  “ capitalist globalization ”  or  “ neoliberalism ”  
we are less inclined to imagine them as fl oating over the actors that enact them). It 
is to say, however, that when conceptualized as a  “ nested hierarchical ordering of 
space ”  (Howitt  2002 : 305) or as a  “ hierarchical scaffolding of nested territorial 
units stretching from the global, the supranational, and the national downwards to 
the regional, the metropolitan, the urban, the local, and the body ”  (Brenner  2005 : 
9), we are likely to  “ lose touch ”  with the concrete practices that form the bedrock 
of everyday life. 

 Numerous criticisms have been levied against our argument. Along with Leitner 
and Miller  (2007) , there are many (e.g. Hoefl e  2006 ; Jones  2009 ; Jessop  et al .  2008 ; 
Leitner  et al .  2008 ; Neumann  2009 ; Rangan and Kull  2009 ) who continue to 
support the idea that scale is an actual thing existing in the world, not atypically 
through an affi rmation of the  “ differences in powers and capacities, opportunities 
and constraints, among nested spaces ”  (Leitner and Miller  2007 : 119; see Jones, 
Woodward and Marston  2007  for a reply to critics). At the same time, there are 
others who, like us, reject claims regarding scale ’ s ontological status, but who see 
value in further assessments of its epistemological points of orientation and the 
discursive - practical work these enable (e.g. Kaiser and Nikiforova  2008 ; Legg  2009 ; 
Moore  2008 ). Still others support developing alternative ontologies that do not rely 
on scalar approaches (Ansell  2009 ; Escobar  2007 ; Hiller  2008 ; Isin  2007 ; McFarlane 
 2009 ; Pain  2009 ). One such approach revolves around networks.  

  Networks 

 Unlike discussions of scale  –  which have largely taken place within a truncated fi eld 
populated by geographers  –  theoretical treatments of networks (and fl ows) have 
long been dominated by sociologists, especially under the banner of social network 
analysis (Wasserman and Faust  1994 ). With the emergence of globalization 
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discourses in the 1990s, however, network approaches to spatiality also became 
prominent. At the forefront among political economists was the work of Manuel 
Castells. His  “ Information Age ”  trilogy (Castells  1996, 1997, 1998 ) was premised 
on the concept of  “ spaces of fl ows, ”  a combination of technology, places, and people 
that  “ dissolves time by disordering the sequence of events and making them simul-
taneous, thus installing society in an eternal ephemerality ”  (1996: 467). This under-
standing of a  “ networked society ”  does not quite reach the status of spatial ontology, 
but it is certainly aimed at identifying material shifts in late capitalism that resonate 
broadly with David Harvey ’ s  (1989)  notion of  “ space - time compression ”  and 
Doreen Massey ’ s  (1993)   “ power geometries. ”  

 As the network concept began to signifi cantly shape geographers ’  spatial imagi-
naries over the past decade, it also began to inform studies focused on the dynamism 
and complexity of society - space relations (Coe and Bunnell  2003 ; Smith  2003a, 
2003b ). Today, the network frequently fi gures along side  “ relational ontologies ”  
and  “ non - representational, ”  approaches (Amin  2002 ) as a tool for negotiating the 
challenges to describing worlds  “ made up of billions of  …  encounters  …  consisting 
of multitudinous paths which intersect ”  (Thrift  1999 : 302). Whatmore, for example, 
observes that the network  “ betokens a shift in analytical emphasis from reiterating 
fi xed surfaces to tracing points of connection and lines of fl ow ”  (Whatmore  1999 : 
31). Still, characterizations of capital fl ows as total, singular and pervasive some-
times risks reducing critique and mobilization to hapless amazement in the face of 
a supposedly inevitable  “ global capitalism. ”  Confronted with such omni - potent and 
omni - fl uidic visions, it is worth recalling Massey ’ s early reminder:  “  …  different 
social groups and different individuals are placed in very distinct ways in relation 
to these fl ows and interconnections.  …  some are more in charge of it than others; 
some initiate fl ows and movement, others don ’ t; some are more on the receiving 
end of it than others; some are effectively imprisoned by it ”  (Massey  1993 : 62). 

 Many of the orientations toward networks have been propelled by the cross -
 disciplinary popularity of actor - network theory (ANT), which has been widely 
adopted by human geographers interested in specifying the complexity of global 
economic and political relations. The theorists of ANT such as Bruno Latour  (1993, 
2005) , Michel Callon  (1991, 1998) , and John Law  (1999; 2004) , examine single 
networks, or networks within networks, of material and semiotic relations between 
people, things and concepts. As a challenge to the rigidity of critical theory ’ s earlier 
distinctions between structure - agency, this work re - envisions human/non - human 
relations as complicated, local inter - actions that give rise to complex global net-
works (Law  1999 ). From this perspective, agency appears less the exclusive regime 
of human choice and action, and more the broad workings of many aggregates of 
different things (Robbins and Marks  2010 ). Despite its enthusiastic employment of 
local - global frameworks, the extent of ANT ’ s contribution to new forms of spatial 
theorizing is less obvious. In one sense, space is sometimes reduced to a self - evident 
trace in the continuum of networked relations, as in, for example, telecommunica-
tion and transport systems, where global reach is viewed as the outcome of relations 
that are  “ local at all points ”  (Latour  1993 : 117). In a slightly different, though not 
unrelated sense, space is also invoked as the location across which many relations 
unfold: for example, the laboratory or the fi eld site as the place where scientifi c 
objects and explanations get constructed (Latour  1999 ). Following a period of 
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engagement with geographers in the early 2000s  –  and in the midst of a broader 
spatial turn within the humanities and social sciences  –  networked space was 
granted a more nuanced explanatory role (see Hetherington and Law, 2000 and 
related essays in the same issue of  Environment and Planning D , Volume 18). At 
the same time, this was accompanied by something of a retrenchment of scalar 
logics. Latour ’ s recent discussions of the sociality of networks, for example, while 
more attentive to space, nevertheless repeatedly equates them with abstract and 
 “ sizist ”  scalar imaginaries (Latour  2005 : 203 – 204). 

 Today we fi nd that networks are as pervasive as scale in offering descriptions of 
the spatialities of global institutions and actors. In economic geography, network 
approaches are used to explore how social actors, operating in dense and geographi-
cally extensive webs of social relations, produce and reproduce networks (wherein 
intrafi rm, interfi rm and extrafi rm connections sometimes substitute for, or even 
drive, relations that are local, regional and transnational) (Berndt and Boeckler 
 2009 ; Yeung  1998, 2005 ; Henderson  et al.   2002 ; Dicken  et al.   2001 ; Dicken and 
Malmberg  2001 ). In further developing a global production network approach, 
some authors have sought to append scales to networks in order to sort some of 
the territorial and jurisdictional contexts of actor and institutional embeddedness 
(Kim  2006 ; Feagan  2007 ; Hall  2007 ). The conjoining of scale to networks is 
intended to introduce an element of causality to the latter by indicating how power 
struggles among differently situated actors/actants organized in a scalar hierarchy 
are able to shape behaviors within the network in signifi cant ways. An emerging 
response to the  “ scalar networks ”  formulation (akin to Brenner ’ s  (2005)  horizontal 
and vertical relations), however, has been to rally around an anti - scalar imaginary 
that recognizes networks as extensive bonds (specifi ed as either fl ows or linkages) 
among geographically grounded associations that connect mobile actors (e.g. scien-
tists, business managers), fi rms/institutions (e.g. transnational corporations, the 
state), and objects (e.g. technology, money) across regional and global space in a 
decisively grounded, horizontal emergence that challenges notions of materialized 
verticality (Amin  2002 ). Finally, it is not only economic geographers and political 
ecologists who have come to increasingly embrace network conceptualizations; 
political geographers too are employing network approaches, most often orienting 
their work around resistance projects (Bosco  2001 ; Ettlinger and Bosco 2004; 
Routledge  2008 ). It is also important to point out, however, that a substantive 
critique of the political limits of using networks to apprehend the contemporary 
global economy  –  including their constitutive inequalities, asymmetries and demo-
cratic defi cits  –  has also been launched (Hadjimichalis and Hudson 2006).  

  Conclusion 

 What unites many of the perspectives we have discussed is a driving concern with 
the pervasive unevenness and exploitation that continues to unfold across the world 
today. Our recent work on site ontology has been presented as an alternative to 
many of these scalar and networked spatial theories because we share these same 
concerns while arguing for the recognition of new ontological spaces (Jones, 
Woodward and Marston  2007 ; Marston, Woodward and Jones  2007 ; Woodward, 
Jones and Marston  2010 ; also Shaw  2010 ). One thing that underwrites this work 
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is the possibility that, while it is undeniable that globalized neoliberalism is in many 
senses performative (in the sense of discursively practiced: Butler  1990 ), many criti-
cal encounters with scales and networks unwittingly institute the very performativity 
they seek to discipline. Thus while critical spatial theory is typically launched against 
structural processes, it can nonetheless also enable capitalistic strategies that natu-
ralize scalar hierarchies and reify global power relations. Accordingly, it is no longer 
suffi cient, when faced with the question of radical politics, to mutter the old mantra 
that  “ space matters. ”  We grant that it is diffi cult to over - estimate the importance 
of this observation for social theory in the 1980s and 1990s. Today, however, eve-
ryone knows that space matters: from structure - adjusting capitalists to landless 
anti - capitalists, all are mobilizing around a recognition that space is at the center 
of new forms of accumulation and exploitation as well as resistance. The questions 
for today are, rather: (a) how might we come to better understand the spatial com-
plexities that daily enfold us and  enable the systematization of exploitation ; (b) how 
might geography be complicit in  –  and how might it again extract itself from  –  the 
production of knowledges that rationalize, teach, and disseminate the production 
of exploitative spatialities; and (c) how might we learn to enable  –  and learn from 
 –  new forms of situated political practice that refuse systemic oppression and 
produce egalitarian alternatives?  
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